First experiences of radiation treatment planning with PET/CT.
Positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) is composed of modern CT and PET technology in one machine enabling examinations of patients in one session in the same position. Its value for modern radiation treatment planning is under investigation. In 53 patients with head-and-neck (n = 11), non-small cell lung (n = 16), prostate (n = 14) and other cancers (n = 12), a PET/CT investigation was performed. During the diagnostic examination process an integrated scan under radiation treatment-planning conditions was included. Interpretation and delineation of macroscopic tumor were done in an interdisciplinary approach. Treatment changes occurred after critical interpretation of the PET/CT findings by the responsible radiotherapist. Analysis is descriptive with regard to changes in treatment intention, mode, radiation volumes and doses. Examinations were well tolerated. CT datasets in treatment position could be used for planning. Delineation of macroscopic tumor led to changes of the planning target volume after PET/CT 15 times, total dose was modified twelve times. PET/CT examinations led to changes of the general treatment mode in 19 cases. Using the separate CT and PET datasets, fusion in the planning software was easily performed in all patients due to the use of the same positioning and immobilization devices in PET/CT. Despite the low number of patients and an expected bias of selection, the first results are encouraging to perform more extended and detailed trials of this technology in radiotherapy planning. Whether PET/CT is superior to PET alone is part of ongoing investigations.